
HOW TO SUBMIT A

senior portrait
to TUALATIN HS yearbook

FRIDAY,
OCTOBER 21, 2022

DEADLINE:
ASPECT RATIO is approximately 4:3 (portrait orientation)

We will fit as much of the original photo in the space provided.

*See second page for FULL guidelines

IF A PORTRAIT IS NOT SUBMITTED, THE SCHOOL ID PHOTO WILL BE PUBLISHED.



IMAGE REQUIREMENTS
SUBMIT ONE DIGITAL IMAGE. JPG -or- TIFF format ONLY 
DO NOT SUBMIT any of the following formats: .PSD/.GIF/.HEIC/.RAW
DO NOT EMBED the photo in a .PDF or .DOC
STUDIO WATERMARKS: Portraits with a studio’s watermark will be cropped to eliminate the watermark, and may 
result in an oddly cropped image of the student.

RESOLUTION. At least 3x2 inches & 220 DPI (resolution). 
What does this mean?
If the photo is taken by a professional photographer, the ORIGINAL LARGE JPG or TIFF photo is likely printable. 
If the photo is taken on a phone or personal camera, the image quality settings must be as high as possible, and 
is likely printable.  Anything smaller risks printing pixelated, like this: 

SCREENCAPS ARE NOT PRINTABLE due to low resolution.
A SMALL THUMBNAIL from a studio's website/email (et al.) is not printable due to low resolution. 

NAME THE DIGITAL FILE LIKE THIS:  LAST NAME.first name.jpg (or .TIFF) 
LAST NAME IN CAPITAL LETTERS.
NO EXTRA SPACES OR PUNCTUATION in the file name other than a PERIOD or DASH.
DO NOT ADD an extra extension, like this: DAVINCI.leonardo.jpg.jpg
Example file name: DAVINCI.leonardo.jpg

GENERAL 
Student's face and eyes must be clearly visible and not obscured in any manner or form.

TTSD GUIDELINES. All aspects of the portrait must adhere to TuHS/TTSD Codes of Conduct and Policies. 
This applies to all clothing, gestures, body language, props, setting/location, composition, lighting, et al. 

EMAIL THE PHOTO
EMAIL TO:  TuHSYearbook@ttsd.k12.or.us

SUBJECT LINE:  'SENIOR PORTRAIT - Student’s FULL NAME'
Quotes not needed.

ATTACH FILE TO EMAIL. Use the 'attach' function of your email program to 
attach the image file to your email.
*Please do not send links to shared drives or photographer websites. 

CONFIRMATION EMAILS  will be sent beginning Tuesday, September 6, 2022
The 'reply' email to you will indicate if the photo is printable. 
If the photo is not printable, a resubmitted photo is still due by the same date of Friday, October 21, 2022 due 
to our publisher's deadlines.


